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Abstract. The advanced energetic particle spectrometer
RAPID on board Cluster can provide a complete description
of the relevant particle parameters velocity, V , and atomic
mass, A, over an energy range from 30 keV up to 1.5 MeV.
We present the first measurements taken by RAPID during
the commissioning and the early operating phases. The or-
bit on 14 January 2001, when Cluster was travelling from
a perigee near dawn northward across the pole towards an
apogee in the solar wind, is used to demonstrate the capa-
bilities of RAPID in investigating a wide variety of particle
populations. RAPID, with its unique capability of measur-
ing the complete angular distribution of energetic particles,
allows for the simultaneous measurements of local density
gradients, as reflected in the anisotropies of 90◦ particles and
the remote sensing of changes in the distant field line topol-
ogy, as manifested in the variations of loss cone properties.
A detailed discussion of angle-angle plots shows consider-
able differences in the structure of the boundaries between
the open and closed field lines on the nightside fraction of
the pass and the magnetopause crossing. The 3 March 2001
encounter of Cluster with an FTE just outside the magneto-
sphere is used to show the first structural plasma investiga-
tions of an FTE by energetic multi-spacecraft observations.
Correspondence to: U. Mall (mall@linmpi.mpg.de)
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1 The instrument
The RAPID spectrometer (Research with Adaptive Parti-
cle Imaging Detectors), described in detail by Wilken et al.
(1995), is an advanced particle detector for the analysis of
suprathermal plasma distributions in the energy range from
20–400 keV for electrons, 30 keV–1500 keV for hydrogen,
and 10 keV/nucleon–1500 keV for heavier ions. Innovative
detector concepts, in combination with pinhole acceptance,
allow for the measurement of angular distributions over a
range of 180◦ in the polar angle for electrons and ions. Iden-
tification of the ion species is based on a two-dimensional
analysis of the particle’s velocity and energy. Electrons are
identified by the well-known energy-range relationship. Ta-
ble 1 list the main parameters of the RAPID instrument.
The energy signals in RAPID are analyzed in 8 bit ADCs.
With a mapping process the 256 channels are reduced to 8
channels in the case of the ion sensor and into 9 channels in
the case of the electron sensor. The resulting energy channel
limits are listed in Table 2.
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Table 1. Specifications for the RAPID spectrometer
Energy ranges: Hydrogen 30–1500 keV
Helium 100–1500
CNO 105–1500
Electrons 20–400
Mass range: 1, 4, 12–16, 28–56 amu
Resolution (A/dA): Oxygen 4
Field-of-view: IIMS (Ions) ±3◦ × 180◦
IES (Electrons) ±17.5◦ × 180◦
Geometry factor: IIMS 2.6× 10−2 cm2 · sr
(for 180◦) IES 2.0× 10−2
Ions and electrons are detected by two independent sub-
instruments, the IIMS (Imaging Ion Mass Spectrometer) for
ions and the IES (Imaging Electron Spectrometer) for elec-
trons. The IIMS itself consists of three sensor heads (see
Fig. 1). Each sensor head subdivides the original 60◦ accep-
tance angle into 4 segments of 15◦ each, so that the IIMS
covering the 180◦ in the plane containing the spacecraft spin
axis can sort the incoming particles into 12 directional bins.
In the other direction, that of the spacecraft’s rotation, the
particles are highly collimated to within a field-of-view of
6◦. The data are collected in 16 spin sectors during one ro-
tation, synchronised by the Sun pulse which places the Sun
in sector 13. Note that the spacecraft spin axis is directed
towards the ecliptic south pole, which means as it is viewed
from the north, the spacecraft rotates clockwise. In summary,
the ion spectral counts are sorted into 8 energy bins, 12 po-
lar angle segments, 16 azimuthal sectors, and 3 mass ranges.
Higher energy and mass precision is obtained with so-called
‘direct events’.
The IES system, like the IIMS, is arranged in three units,
each is covering 60◦ in polar direction, and each is subdi-
vided into 20◦ ‘pixels’. Thus, there are 9 microstrip solid-
state detectors, one for each polar segment. The electron
spectral counts are also sorted into 16 azimuthal sectors, but
only 9 polar segments.
2 Assessment of the RAPID commissioning
The Cluster Commissioning phase started in August and
lasted until the end of November 2000. During this time,
each instrument was turned on and tested, one at a time on
each spacecraft, without any of the other instruments operat-
ing.
An important factor for RAPID is that the sensor is an
open design which is sensitive for solar UV-photons. Dur-
ing each spin, the instrument faces the Sun for approximately
70 ms. Out of the 3 sensor systems (compare Fig. 1), the cen-
ter system S2 is primarily illuminated. The photons falling
into the active area of the sensor release photoelectrons from
the entrance foil (Al coated Lexan foil) or they are transmit-
Table 2. RAPID Energy Channel definitions (approximate values)
Channel H He CNO electrons
1 30 keV 100 keV 105 keV 20 keV
2 68 140 300 46
3 95 175 460 64
4 170 240 560 90
5 410 365 730 123
6 1.1 MeV 785 1.1 MeV 172
7 3.1 1.9 MeV 1.7 240
8 27. 4.4 3.6 330
upper limit 200. 20. 9.0 400
ted into the interior of the TOF-system and then scattered
into the channel plates. In both cases, the channel plates cre-
ate an unrelated start and/or stop signal. According to invest-
gations in the laboratory, we selected the foil thickness and
its Al coating such that the UV-flux should be reduced to a
tolarable level. During the commissioning phase, we noticed
light induced counting rates which were higher than the pre-
dicted levels. Our first investigations indicate that the gain of
the channel plates of S2 most likely shows a decrease in sen-
sitivity. From the sophisticated in-flightcalibration facility,
we can exclude any deterioration of the electronic system.
The described effect can be best noticed when we plot the
count rate as an angle-angle plot of the polar angle versus the
azimuthal angle (see Fig. 2).
As can be seen from the data taken during 14 January
2001, the count rates are measured in all sectors, while in
the frame taken during 3 March 2001, the center strip in the
polar angular interval indicates a loss of sensitivity. Tests
currently in progress indicate that by increasing the channel
plate, the bias voltage reduces the loss of sensitivity in S2.
A second, more subtle problem surfaced during the com-
missioning phase which had to do with the applied priority
scheme in the DPU of the instrument: as mentioned pre-
viously, the DPU returns a small fraction of data as direct
events (DE) with the highest resolution in energy, E, time,
T , and direction DIR. To favour heavy particles, a prior-
ity scheme was invented. A direct check of the DEs during
the commisioning phase revealed that the DPU had loaded a
scheme with an even weight factor for all ion species. This
means that the returned data reflect the natural distribution
of the measured particles. A software fix was uploaded on
14 April 2001 which improved the statistical identification
of heavy particles.
3 Dawn-dusk meridian tail crossings
Off-equator correlated multi-satellite observations at the
magnetopause was the main objective of the ISEE 1/2
pair, launched in 1977. The two spacecraft of the ISEE
mission were flying in a similar stretched elliptical orbit
(apogee/perigee: 22/ 5 RE , i = 20◦) around the Earth and
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Fig. 1. Azimuthal (left figure) and polar (right figure) sectoring scheme of RAPID.
similar to Cluster, ISEE was crossing the dayside magne-
topause in a nearly orthogonal fashion.
Long before the launch of Cluster, the dual satellite ISEE
returned a wealth of important measurements about a moving
magnetopause, about reconnection sites at the dayside mag-
netopause, called FTEs, and about magnetospheric responses
to changes in the solar wind, processes today denoted as Sun-
Earth relations. A more recent important single-spacecraft
mission to the frontside magnetosphere with extensive mag-
netopause skimming intervals was the Japanese GEOTAIL
in its second orbital phase since November 1994. Its ellipti-
cal Earth trajectory in the ecliptic plane provided two times a
year exceptionally good matches to the dayside shape of the
magnetopause, thus allowing for hours of observations in or
near the magnetopause current sheet. As mentioned before,
Cluster magnetopause crossings at the frontside are orthog-
onal in nature; however, the three-dimensional satellite con-
stellation should capture kinematic magnetopause properties
under all circumstances.
One of the outstanding features of RAPID is the complete
coverage of the unit sphere in velocity space with 192 con-
tinous pixels. A similar coverage was achieved with the en-
ergetic particle instrument on ISSE-1. However, the ISSE-1
instrument was a single sensor head instrument mounted on
a stepping platform with no mass resolution. The polar an-
gle, was stepped once per spin. This means that a complete
scan of the polar angle which takes only 4 s for Rapid includ-
ing mass identification, can now be obtained in a fraction of
what one could do in the past. The purpose of the follow-
ing section is meant to show these cababilities in sequences
of angle-angle plots for selected intervals of the orbit on 14
January. It should be noted that the inter-satellite separation
was of the order of 600 km which is, in fact, close to the gyro-
radii of 50 keV protons in the region of interest. Inspection
of the data from satellites 1, 3 and 4 revealed few differences
in energetic particle distribution. For this reason, we restrict
our discussion to a single spacecraft.
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Fig. 2. H+ fluxes shown as an angle-angle plot for 14 January 2001
and 3 March 2001.
3.1 Observations on 14 January 2001
As shown in Fig. 3 on 14 January 2001, the four Cluster
satellites travelled on a trajectory close to the dawn-dusk
meridian with an inter-satellite separation of approximately
600 km. During the perigee pass, the RAPID instruments
were in an OFF state. Shortly after ground contact was es-
tablished, Cluster-3 (CL-3), which was selected as a refer-
ence for this paper, found itself in a region of space popu-
lated by trapped energetic particles, as indicated in the initial
phase of the spin-averaged polar and azimuth distributions
in the central panels of Fig. 4. The bottom panel indicates
that the RAPID spectrometer on spacecraft 3 was activated
at 04:15 UT and remained ON until the end of the day. The
upper three panels of Fig. 4 show spectrograms for the three
selected species of hydrogen, helium, and oxygen (or short
CNO group; RAPID is not designed to resolve the three con-
stituents of this group).
In a global sense, Fig. 4 shows the Cluster assembly in a
pass from perigee at dawn, across the North Pole, through
the dusk magnetosphere, to an exit into the magnetosheath at
about 16:00 LT. This trajectory took the four spacecraft from
an initial region characterized by the presence of trapped par-
ticles (located about 04:15 to 04:45 UT), as indicated by
the azimuthal and polar distributions of proton count rates
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Fig. 3. The orbit of the Cluster fleet on 14 January 2001. The tick marks denote the spacecraft position in intervals of one hour.
in Fig. 4. After 04:45 UT, Cluster entered a region of
space which was essentially void of energetic particles until
10:50 UT. Inspection of the orbit plot in Fig. 3 suggests that
this region corresponds to the polar cap which is expected
to be, by and large, without an energetic particle population
because the field lines are open to the solar wind.
At 10:45 UT spacecraft 2 re-entered a region with
isotropic particle distributions (Fig. 4) and at 15:00 UT, the
satellites penetrated the high-latitude magnetopause on the
outbound leg of the trajectory. Close inspection of Fig. 4 re-
veals an indication for an interaction with the bow shock or
with field lines connecting to the bow shock in the last two
hours of the day.
The basic magnetospheric features visited by Cluster
throughout this tour on 14 January 2001 are schematically
depicted in Fig. 5, as seen from a tail position.
It appears that Cluster at 04:15 UT barely scratched the
northern edge of the nightside region with closed field lines,
which corresponds to the northern edge of the plasma sheet;
by 04:45 UT, Cluster has reached open field lines emanating
from the polar cap.
3.2 Entry into the trapped region
Figures 6 and 7 show the complete time series of angle-
angle plots measured by the three RAPID instruments on
spacecraft 1, 3 and 4 for the time period between 10:30 and
15:48 UT on 14 January 2001. Spacecraft 2 was turned off
during this time period.
Each frame in Figs. 6 and 7 shows the H flux in the en-
ergy range between 28 and 68 keV, measured in 12 polar di-
rections and 16 azimuthal sectors as a mercator projection
of the spherical coordinates (Polar angle and azimuthal an-
gle). The instrument accumulates the ions in telemetry nor-
mal mode over 32 spins so that we can produce one frame
each 32× 4 s = 128 s. In telemetry burst mode the accumu-
lation period is 8× 4 s = 32 s.
In the individual angle-angle plots, the data were shifted
so that the Sun sector, which is in sector 13, is displayed at
360◦. At this point, it should be noted that charged parti-
cles are guided and ordered by the magnetic fields in space
and as a result, the angular distributions can reflect the direc-
tion of the magnetic field vector. The particles which move
close to the magnetic field line will show a loss cone effect,
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Fig. 4. Count rates measured by RAPID on spacecraft 3 on 14 January 2001. The panels show from top to bottom the H, He CNO count
rates, the polar distribution of the total count rate, the azimuthal total count rate and the total accumlated count rate.
i.e. these particles will reach atmospheric altitudes and will
be scattered. These loss cones can be directly observed by
RAPID.
The time series in Fig. 6 shows the transition from the low
flux polar cap/lobe fields (the time window of 10:31 UT to
about 10:42 UT) into a region filled with energetic ions. The
initial angular distributions, e.g. 10:44 to 11:24 UT and be-
yond, are irregular for some time.
When RAPID enters from a region of open field lines
into a region of closed field lines (trapped population), we
expect to observe first the particles which have the largest
gyro-radii. These are the particles which have 90◦ pitch-
angles and have, per definition, no velocity component along
the field lines. For this reason, a loss cone cannot be ob-
served. However, when the spacecraft starts to penetrate deep
enough into the trapped region, they can also observe the par-
ticles with a smaller pitch-angle.
The initial approach phase in Fig. 6 (frames 10:37 to
11:07 UT) is in reasonable agreement with the picture of a
well-defined boundary between different particle populations
(here, between open and closed field lines) which has a thick-
ness of two gyro-radii. According to the orbit in Fig. 3, this
boundary crossing occurred near 18:00 LT at high-latitudes
(Z = 9RE). This translates into a prevailing direction of
the local magnetic field toward Earth (schematically shown
in Fig. 3). The earliest indication for the approach of par-
ticle loaded field lines can perhaps be seen in the frame la-
belled 10:45 UT. The frames 10:40 and 10:41 UT are most
likely distorted by aliasing since the boundary speed was too
high for the effective RAPID time resolution. The frames
10:48, 10:52, 10:54, and 11:09 UT are examples of situa-
tions with nearly equal north-south intensities. The space-
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Fig. 5. Schematics of the time sequence of reconnected field lines
at the dayside magnetopause. The Cluster path on 14 January 2001
is indicated by a blue line.
craft must have penetrated the layer for a distance exceeding
d = 2r , with r denoting the particle’s gyro-radius. The frame
11:00 UT shows only a populated south side, supporting the
view that spacecraft 1 is rather close to the outer edge of the
layer where the particles seem to come from one direction
(south to north) and form a current sheet due to the strong
density gradient. After 11:09 UT, the angular distributions
become increasingly more symmetric in the north-south di-
rection, implying a deep penetration of into the high intensity
region.
3.3 Crossing the trapped region and penetrating the mag-
netopause
The frames between 11:23 and 15:30 UT display the entire
pass through the trapped region from polar cap/lobe field
lines at 10:31 UT to the exit into the magnetosheath near
15:11 UT. It is particularly interesting to note the slow evo-
lution of the loss cones in the angle-angle distributions. The
centers of these loss cones mark the entry and exit of the
magnetic field vector. A particle population on a closed field
line oscillates between the north and south mirror points,Bm,
in which all particle energy is converted to the perpendicular
mode, i.e. the pitch-angle is 90◦. The further away from the
mirror points the particle observation is made, the smaller
the width of the loss cone, which assumes a minimum at the
point of minimum field strength along the field line (usually
at the equator). For RAPID, the pixel size is 15◦ × 22.5◦ so
that any loss cone effect has to be comparable or larger than
this field in order to be noticeable. The loss cones in Fig. 6
increase slowly from 11:09 UT (the first frames are part of
the initial approach phase of the trapped region dominated
by density gradient effects, as discussed in Sect. 3.2).
As one notices (e.g. RAPID 3) in Fig. 6, the angular width
of the loss cones starts with small values at 11:09 UT and
grows continually until 13:22 UT and for most part, the loss
cones are pretty equal except for subtle differences over short
periods of time. It is interesting and surprising to note that
from around 13:13 UT onward, the magnetic field direction
is no longer aligned with our loss cone structure. The loss
cones grow faster than before and broaden up to 180◦ around
13:27 UT. It should be noted here that the low energy electron
detector PEACE on Cluster reported a rather short (1 min)
detection of the cusp around 11:23 UT. The PEACE team
argues that a change in solar wind conditions displaced the
cusp sufficiently to bring it into the field-of-view of this in-
strument. Inspection of the respective frames at 11:22 and
11:24 UT in Fig. 7 gives no observational evidence for cusp
effects in the RAPID energy range for ions.
It is interesting to note that from around 13:29 UT onward,
one observes only 90◦ pitch-angle particles, while the loss
cone structures disappear. At the same time, one notices an
increase in the total magnetic field (not shown) and observes
a fluctuating BX-Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) magnetic
field component which lasts for approximately 20 min while
BZ is positive. From the CIS quick-look data-plots, one can
infer that a plasma with a more solar wind-like energy dis-
tribution is present during the same time interval, while the
magnetic field shows the abrupt field variations.
The magnetic field signature is consistent with an FTE
which was initiated at low-latitudes or with an early contact
with the magnetopause. The evidence in the RAPID data
which speaks for a flux transfer interpretation is the sudden
disappearance of the loss cone structure, while the 90◦ pitch-
angle particles remain observable. The disappearance in the
loss cone distribution (frame 13:29 UT) is indicative of a
change in the field topology due to the FTE being well below
the Cluster point of observation. A magnetopause contact is
unlikely since it would primarily affect the 90◦ particles due
to the large gyro-radii and it would not greatly affect the par-
ticles with small pitch-angles. We argue that the RAPID data
favour an FTE interpretation.
While we are moving towards the magnetopause, whose
crossing we identify by inspection of the magnetic field
data and the disappearance of energetic particles in frame
15:16 UT (Fig. 7), we note that in frame 14:54 UT, the 90◦
flux starts to be strongly reduced and the flux in one of the
loss cones reaches a background count level. We interpret
this as the immediate result of field line reconnection near the
equator which interupts the streaming of particles along the
field line from the southern mirror point. Small pitch-angles
at the reconnection site move along the field until they are
observed by RAPID as nearly 90◦ particles. Although the
data of the different RAPID instruments are not yet cross-
calibrated, we can distinguish several features in the 3 mea-
surement sequences. Close inspection of the data frames of
the three spacecraft 1, 3 and 4 shown in Fig. 7 from 14:50 UT,
14:49 UT and 14:49 UT onward reveals significant structural
differences in the plots. One can see that the loss cone struc-
ture is much better developed in the data recorded by space-
craft 3 and 4 than by spacecraft 1.
We argue that spacecraft 3 and 4 observe particle distri-
B. Wilken et al: First RAPID results 1361
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Fig. 6. Polar-azimuthal plots of H flux measured by RAPID on spacecraft 1, 3, 4 on 14 January 2001 between 10:30 and 13:08 UT.
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Fig. 7. Polar-azimuthal plots of H flux measured by RAPID on spacecraft 1, 3, 4 on 14 January 2001 between 13:10 and 15:48 UT.
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RAPID C1  H+ Flux  03.03 2001
Fig. 8. Time development of the omnidirectional fluxes of the first three energy channels of RAPID and the magnetic field component normal
to the magnetopause plane at spacecraft 1.
butions on well closed field lines, while spacecraft 1 seems
to observe the recently opened field lines. The sequence
of frames starts to reveal, for the first time, the three-
dimensional signatures of an FTE in velocity space. It should
be noted that ISEE-1 in the 1970s was able to observe similar
angle-angle plots as RAPID does, today however, with a sin-
gle sensor head mounted on a scanning platform. This meant
that the timing resolution was closely tied to the spin motion.
The detection technique did not allow for mass identification
at that time. The novel approach of RAPID, which allows
for a complete coverage of 4pi in velocity space, is respon-
sible for the fact that we can now start exploring the spacial
aspects of reconnection physics at the dayside. Figure 9 is a
schematic of the above FTE event and the associated parti-
cle signature. A field line on the magnetopause is supposed
to be opened in the vicinity of the equator which is about
10RE below the Cluster position. After the reconnection,
the northern portion of the field line is swept across Cluster
towards the tail (compare sequences 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 9).
4 High-latitude, dayside flux transfer event
Another goal of Cluster is the study of the penetration of so-
lar wind plasma and energy into the magnetosphere (Escou-
bet et al., 1997). Central issues to be investigated are recon-
nection processes, which can be large-scale, quasi-stationary,
patchy or transient. It is thought to be the origin of ‘Flux
Transfer Events’ (FTEs) (Russell and Elphic, 1978). The re-
connected flux tubes link the solar wind and magnetosphere.
They allow solar wind plasma to enter the magnetosphere
and magnetospheric plasma to escape (Scholer et al., 1981).
One significant signature of FTEs are bipolar variations of
the magnetic field component perpendicular to the magne-
topause surface with a +/− (or −/+) asymmetry in the
northern (southern) hemisphere (Russell, 1994). The term
FTE has become a generally accepted name for these obser-
vational signatures regardless of whether a proof of the mag-
netic connection between magnetosheath and magnetosphere
exists (Papamastorakis, 1989). It was difficult to decide from
single spacecraft observations whether one observed mag-
netic reconnection or the consequences of pressure pulses.
Cluster offers new possibilities.
While the equatorial magnetopause region is thought to
be the source region of FTEs (Daly et al., 1984), the high-
latitude magnetopause is the natural place to look for their
evolution. While the earlier observations, primarily by the
ISEE spacecraft, were bound to low-latitudes (Daly et al.,
1984), Cluster is in an ideal position to investigate these
events at high latitudes. The Cluster fleet allows for the ex-
ploration of spatio-temporal structures of FTEs. With four
spacecraft close by, taking measurements simultaneously, it
becomes possible to investigate the structure and dynamics
of FTE signatures. We report here the first multi-spacecraft
energetic particle observations of an FTE-event observed at
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Fig. 9. The geometrical configuration for the four Cluster spacecraft on 3 March 2001 (upper left panel). Spacecraft positions relative
to spacecraft 3 in GSE-coordinates at 00:46 UT (beginning of the first grey shaded internal of Fig. 8). The boundary normal coordinate
system (l, m, n) is marked by the solid arrows, the velocity component of the FTE motion VFTE is marked by an open arrow. Furthermore, a
schematic plot of the FTE in the Y − Z-plane is given.
high-latitudes between 00:46 UT and 00:49 UT on 3 March
2001. Before this time interval, the BZ-component of the in-
terplanetary magnetic field has already been negative for four
hours. Hence, reconnection at the dayside magnetopause is
very probable.
4.1 Observations on 3 March 2001
The observations reported hereafter were made when Cluster
had just left the magnetosphere at high-latitudes (XGSE =
5.3RE, YGSE = 3.3RE, and ZGSE = 8.8RE) and en-
tered the magnetosheath near the outer cusp region at about
00:20 UT, according to CIS plasma diagnostics (CIS quick-
look). Figure 9 shows the geometrical configuration during
the period of observation. The Cluster orbit on 3 March is
displayed in the upper left panel of Fig. 9, together with the
projections of the 4 spacecraft trajectories. The circle on the
trajectory designates the location where the FTE was encoun-
tered.
Figure 8 shows the omnidirectional proton fluxes in
three energy channels HSPCT1 (30–68 keV), HSPCT2 (68–
95 keV), HSPCT3 (95–170 keV), as measured by the RAPID
instrument on spacecraft 1. Below the proton flux time series,
the magnetic field component normal to the magnetopause
plane is plotted. This was determined by the minimum vari-
ance analysis of magnetic field data (Sonnerup and Cahill,
1967) taken during the first hour of 3 March 2001.
An examination of the data measured on all 4 spacecraft
reveals that starting at 00:30 UT, all three energy channels
recorded a proton flux increase. Timely enhancements took
place and they were accompanied by bipolar Bn variations;
therefore, they can be interpreted as FTEs. We will focus
on the grey shaded time interval of 00:46–00:49 UT, when a
bipolar variation of the normal magnetic field component Bn
indicates the encounter of an FTE. During the same time, all
three energy channels show proton flux enhancements. We
draw in Fig. 9 all spacecraft positions relative to spacecraft 3
at 00:46 UT and mark the unit vectors of the boundary nor-
mal coordinate system (l, m, n) (Russell and Elphic, 1978).
The normal n is directed in the XGSE direction, and l and
m are lying in the XGSE − YGSE plane. The structure is
first observed by spacecraft 3, then by spacecraft 1 and fi-
nally by spacecraft 4. The delays indicate that the structure
moves in the anti-sunward direction at a velocity of about
40 km/s (deduced from the magnetic field observations). At
the same time, CIS (see quicklook) observed a velocity of
the surrounding bulk plasma of about 80 km/s. Hence, the
FTE moves slower than the solar wind plasma, which is un-
derstandable due to the anchoring of the common flux tube
in the magnetosphere.
Figure 10 displays the azimuthal-polar angle plots of
RAPID proton fluxes in the Mercator projection for the first
energy channel (30–68 keV) during the relevant time inter-
val. The fluxes were predominantly flowing northward and
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Fig. 10. Azimuthal-polar angle plots of proton ion fluxes, accumulated over 32 s, observed by RAPID in the first energy channel (30–68 keV)
at the spacecraft 1, 3, 4. The asterisks show the corresponding angles of the spin averaged (4 s) magnetic field.
and in the morning direction, i.e. leaving the magnetosphere.
The highest intensity was in the direction antiparallel to the
magnetic field. Fluxes into other directions were also ob-
served. In comparing the azimuthal-polar angle plots of
the three spacecraft, one finds that spacecraft 3, located be-
tween spacecraft 1 and spacecraft 4 in theZGSE direction (see
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Fig. 9) observed longer and more intense fluxes. This can be
interpreted as if spacecraft 1 and 4 observed the boundary of
the ion flux structure while spacecraft 3 saw its center. No-
tice that the enhanced fluxes are observed only at the sunward
half of the magnetic structure. The CNO particle fluxes, al-
though at much lower count rates, exhibit the same variations
as the protons.
5 Summary and conclusions
In December 2000 and early 2001, spacecraft traversed the
dayside magnetopause repeatedly between dusk and the sub-
solar point. On 14 January 2001, the crossing occurred
at 16:00 LT. At the beginning of the pass, the spacecraft
satellites came briefly in contact with trapped particles on
the dawn side of the magnetosphere. Then the satellites
apparently entered a region with open field lines which is
not able to support energetic particles in large quantities.
At 10:45 UT, spacecraft entered the trapped region at high-
latitudes on the dusk side and left the magnetosphere at
15:10 UT. RAPID, with its unique capability of measuring
the complete angular distribution of energetic particles, al-
lows for the simultaneous measurement of local density gra-
dients, as reflected in the anisotropies of 90◦ particles and
the remote sensing of changes in the distant field line topol-
ogy, as reflected in the variations of loss cone properties. A
detailed discussion of angle-angle plots shows considerable
differences in the structure of the boundaries between the
open and closed field lines on the nightside fraction of the
pass and the magnetopause crossing. The crossing into the
closed field lines in the nightside appears to be dominated
by significant gradients of particle densitity. On the dayside
magnetopause, on the other hand, the effect of density gradi-
ents is less obvious and the particle flux appears to be eroded
by the growing size of the loss cones which, in the interpre-
tation of the schematic in Fig. 9, results from reconnection
at the magnetopause. These kind of detailed angular distri-
butions obtained with high time resolution were not possible
with the ISEE-1 scanning device.
On 3 March 2001, Cluster encountered just several FTEs
outside the magnetosphere. The multi-spacecraft configura-
tion allowed for the determination of the FTE properties. The
FTE, which has been investigated in more detail, was moving
primarily in an Earthward direction with a speed of 40 km/s.
This is about two times slower than the motion of the sur-
rounding plasma. We interpret this result observed by our
multi-spacecraft investigation as being due to the anchoring
of the FTE flux tube in the magnetosphere.
In the FTE, ions with energies larger than 30 keV were
leaving the magnetosphere in the northern/pre-noon direc-
tion, antiparallel to the magnetic field. We conclude that
these regions were magnetically connected with the magnetic
field of the Earth. The FTE signature is, indeed, created by
the reconnection of magnetospheric and solar wind magnetic
fields.
RAPID multi-spacecraft observations also allow for struc-
ture investigations. When spacecraft 3 was located in the
central part of the connected flux tube, it saw more intense
fluxes over a longer time. At the same time, spacecraft 1 and
4 observed the edge of the connected flux tube and saw lower
flux intensities during a shorter time. The intense fluxes were
only observed in the sunward part of the magnetic structure.
Since this part was first seen by the spacecraft, this observa-
tion is similar to the plasma observation in the trailing part of
FTEs made by Le et al. (1999).
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